accurate.easy.comfortable.

Bringing more to the table.

Mammotome MammoTest™
stereotactic biopsy table
accurate.eASY.comfortable.

stereotactic biopsy table

MammoTest™ Features

- ergonomic table with large central breast aperture (measuring 11 inches)
- fully digital detector uses CCD of 1024 x 1024 pixels
- detector resolution: 10 lp/mm
- spot field of view: 50 x 50 mm
- Target on Scout for exact needle positioning
- true 360 degree access without moving the patient
- lateral arm for close needle access to lesion
- unique table design minimizes patient repositioning
- PACS and DICOM - compatible for high connectivity and increased workflow efficiency
- optional mobility kit: includes wheels under the table that create mobility and frees up space in the room for other procedures
superior performance

Mammotome MammoTest™ for a precise and efficient diagnosis.

We know how challenging a breast biopsy can be for both you and your patient. This is why we have integrated Mammotome MammoTest™ — a fully digital prone biopsy table — into our portfolio of comprehensive breast care solutions. Mammotome MammoTest™ is designed with maximum access and targeting, as well as utmost patient and user comfort.

accurate.

The Mammotome MammoTest™ table brings optimized access through:

- angled targeting via polar coordinates
- all-angles 360 degree access
- Target on Scout option
- lateral arm option
- arm-through-hole technique

easy.

An optimized and minimized number of procedural steps make the procedure intuitive, efficient and patient friendly. A wide range of gantry movement avoids patient repositioning. With Mammotome MammoTest™, the patient always rests in a more comfortable prone position.

comfortable.

The Mammotome MammoTest™ ensures that the whole procedure is kept out of your patient's view, while allowing for easy eye contact and conversation. Further ergonomic features reduce shoulder and back stress. All this helps to minimize patient stress and provides:

- utmost patient comfort
- efficiency and comfort for the user
Bringing more to the table.

Together, Mammotome MammoTest™, Mammotome revolve® and Mammotome CoreVision® provide an integrated approach to redefining procedural efficiency without compromising tissue quality – from positioning to diagnosis. Mammotome revolve® offers the latest advancements in VAB technology, designed for accuracy and unparalleled efficiency while staying true to your core purpose – acquiring the best quality tissue during your patient’s biopsy. Mammotome CoreVision® verifies the presence of micro-calcifications in core biopsies, rapidly confirming a successful biopsy procedure right in the stereotactic suite.
for more information

Please contact your Mammotome representative.

+ PHONE: 1-877-9-A-MAMMO
+ FAX: 1-888-260-6362
+ EMAIL: customerservice@mammotome.com
+ WEB: www.mammotome.com